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On this site, you can find the complete menu of The Daily Grind Surf City from Surf City. Currently, there are 10
courses and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about The Daily Grind Surf City:
This place is the absolute bomb! I get my iced vanilla latte bagel fix a couple of days per week from here. Ashley,

Alexis, Alena, Jeremy and the rest of the crew make me my wife feel welcome each and every time. Just wish
you were closer to SneadsFerry as we would be there just about every day! Thank you for doing such a great job

and providing such a splendid venue. read more. As a visitor, you can use the WLAN of the restaurant free of
charge, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and be served. The premises on site are accessible,
and therefore no problem for clientele with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What Unknown User doesn't like

about The Daily Grind Surf City:
Every time I come here, there is an issue regarding my order, so this will be my last visit. Today's issue was the
iced dirty chai didn't come with any espresso in it. It was white due to ut being just milk and chai syrup. When
asked, they said they put 1 shot in (most will put 2), so I paid for 2 shots. The drink was pure syrup, and was
disgustingly sweet. The bacon on the maple bacon donuts was flaccid and seemingl... read more. The Daily

Grind Surf City from Surf City is a good place for a bar to have a beer after work and be able to hang out with
friends, The guests of the establishment also consider the large selection of differing coffee and tea specialities
that the establishment offers. Sometimes you may not want to consume a lot, in this case one of the delicious
sandwiches, a healthy salad or another snack is just right, You can also discover delicious South American

menus on the menu.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Desser�
DONUTS

For th� smal� hunger
BAGEL

Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Condiment�
SYRUP

Drink�
DRINKS

Specialit� Beverage�
COLD BREW

M�Caf�® Coffee�
ICED COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

ICE CREAM

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

MOCHA

COFFEE

VANILLA LATTE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-18:00
Tuesday 07:00-18:00
Wednesday 07:00-18:00
Thursday 07:00-18:00
Friday 07:00-20:00
Saturday 06:00-20:00
Sunday 06:00-18:00
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